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Editorial:

THE EDTIOR
HOPES SOXTE
ONE

Security
October 21, A Wooster

co-e- d

was approached by two men

aw

.

posing as magazine salesmen, who ultimately forced her to
sign four blank checks.
VOICE recently talked with the victim, who will be referred
to henceforth as Miss Woo. Miss Woo was told by the duo that
they were working for a scholarship by selling magazines.
After finishing their sales pitch the pair requested that the
EQUAL RIGHTS FOR FEMALE JACKS
coed sign "some checks to show their employer." She, of
course, refused, whereupon the duo stated, "You don't underleagues at the scholastic, collegiate and proTo the reader:
stand what we are saying." Miss Woo became increasingly
fessional levels. You see, the concept of the
Women's athletics have been getting the
confused and frightened, and finally in exasperation succumbfemale athlete still carries-enougof
long
for
But
the
a
here
around
time.
shaft
ed to their demands. She was conned into signing four blank
and not nice" overtones (vigorous activhistory
only
at
the
mirrors
Wooster
situation
dol100
amounting
to
order
of") checks
(without "pay to the
ity, competition and the aggressive nature of
of the development of women's athletic enlars.
sports
isn't good for girls - and besides it's
male
the
struggle
against
a
constant
deavors
Two hours after the pair departed, the coed, regaining her
not
feminine
to sweat), to relegate it to "feaof
'femininity'.
ego
and the cultural stereotype
composure, called Security. Security said there was very little
ture
story"
status.
On the national scene, women have rethat they, could do.
Check this: here at Wooster last
Miss Woo stopped payment on the checks, hoping that would cently established their autonomy through the
year the entire women's varsity budget was
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
be the end of the incident. However, recently she has been
less than the amount the men's varsity teams
physcalled by the people who received the illicit checks demanding Women. A.I.A.W. is operated
spent on awards! Check this: the managers
an
ical
and
entirely,
educators
organization
payment.
is
The point of all this is to inform the community that period- of Colleges" and Universities. State, regional of men's varsity teams are paid for their serand national levels of the organization are
vices as well as receiving P.E. credit.. The
ically the tfampus is plagued by such "con men." Students
women
managers receive neither. A petition
for
authmoney
responsible
tournaments,
who
sanctioning
people
solicit
unfamiliar
are advised to question
orizing officials and referees and establishing has just been submitted to Dean CrOpp by the
or aid for any purpose. All such visitors must have clearance
manager of the women's volleyball team conrules and regulations. Dr. Maria Sexton, prowith college officials. For the security of the entire communcerning this "discrepancy". It is her contenfessor of physical education here at the Colity, question strangers.
tion, and mine, that 1) female and male manlege, was one of the women instrumental in
the formation of this national organization, an?1 agers be paid the same hourly wage, and that
2) neither male nor female managers receive
the 1st Annual Midwest Regional Volleyball
P.E. credit, since managerial duties are a job
Tournament which is being held here this
and not a sport.
weekend is the result of A.I.A.W. efforts.
Another reason for more awareness and self protective pro- by newspapers and magaWhat I have touched on here does not even
Discrimination
grams can le illustrated by the following incident:
and locally. Women's
nationally
begin
to deal with the endless frustrations and
exists
zines
front
At 9:45 on a Wednesday morning, I parked my car in
a
covered
to
"feature
be
in
disappointments suffered by every female
continue
bitter
ath'edcs
of Lowry on my way to work. At 9:47 am, officer number 32
will
reporter
words
a
manner,
other
and coach. And do not loose sight of
athlete
story"
in
had placed a ticket on the car and written my name on the ticka
fact
by
the
paper
to
magazine
or
"do
that athletics is only one of the
a
be
assigned
lunchSafety
I
Council
et. Later that morning was attending a
areas
where
male oppression manifests itself.
or
team,
woman
rather
a
particular
on
story"
eon and the Chief of Security commented, "I see you got a
for
up
being
writing
daily
responsible
the
than
ticket this morning;" prompting me to ask, "Did you give me
Lorrie Sprague
results of games played in various women's
a ticket?" The chief's response was, "No, I just saw it
'THE CAGE'
blowing in the wind." Later, I found out that officer 32 is
indeed the chief of security.
Second, and this is only a minor correction
I feel that I must comment briefly in
Since then, several questions have been bothering me:
but one that should be on the record, it was
page
the
sponse
front
to
January
the
in
article
Why should the chief lie to me? Why should the chief of securclaimed that the symposium was to be "financ21, 1972 issue of the Voice concerning the
ity himself be handing out tickets - why can he be seen at 2:30
ed by the law firm, Critchfield, Critchfield,
money
finance
to
be
to
the
used
of
allocation
in the morning ticketing student cars? But the question which
u was our
riicnneia, ana jonnsion
play, The Cage. I found two comments that
I really want answered is: Can we depend on protection from
hope
of
persons
a
number
the
that
town
in
appear
be
to
in
accurate
their
did
not
quite
Security, or are they really just glorified meter maids?. - N.S.
would help to finance the symposium, includrepresentation of "facts" on the financing of
ing many of our local attorneys, but to this
this play.
time the aforementioned law firm was only inFirst, it was claimed that the symposium
volved in an attempt to contact one of the proon criminal justice "Was to include The Cage
spective
speakers.
by
holidays
program
postponing
and
the
year
examinatioa
academic
except
that,
and
in its
Published weekly during the
I hope that my brief comments clear some
period by the students of The College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in edibring The Cage would
to
funds
symposium
the
of these misunderstandings, but at the same
torials and features are not necessarily those of the staff and should not be
not be available. Only in the very early,
construed as representing administration policy.
time I hope that there will be no reversal in
of
was
stages
planning
of
consideration
there
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all correspondence
making The Cage part of the symposium. After the decision to bring The Cage to The College
to VOICE, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of United States Press Association and Ohio Newspaper Association.
representatives of The College of Wooster pre- of Wooster. It is my own belief that The Cage
will turn out to be of more significance to the
Entered a second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription
viewed The Cage and a report was made to
per year, 1st class.
Bates: f6j00 per year, 2nd class;
college
community than many of the programs
Cage
the President it was decided that The
NATE SPEIGHTS. Editor
would not be included in the symposium. This that have been financed in the past.
decision was made prior to the signing of the
LYNN WAGNER. Mmaging Editor
John D. Hewitt
contract with TTie Cage and this decision was
MO
RLE
Circulation
Y.
JOHN
DAVE BERKEY, Sports
transmitted to LCB by myself. The decision
VOICE appreciates Mr. Hewitt's concern.
BOB KETTLEWELL, Editorial Mens
BILL SPEARMON. Busiaeu Mgr.
of LCB to bring The Cage was made prior to
However, the VOICE article merely reports
UIICE KELLER. Ad Mmmger
our decision to postpone the symposium but
what actually occurred and was said during the
efMerri Wanamaker, Rot Reid, Richard Kielbowict, David Thomas, John
an
had
have
way
no
would
decision
in
this
Campus
5ss:
Council meeting. Consequently, any
Sharp, Dorothy Hay, Anne Matthews, Fred Le Fevre, Tom Hilt.
fect upon bringing The Cage as I have already misrepresentation involves only that of Counstated.
cil and LCB.
h

the-"dif-fer- ent
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by-wome-
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to Orrville and Madisonburg
and back to Wooster.
Walking with the students
there are 10 faculty members,
5 from the administration and
President Drushal has agreed
to walk within the last 2
miles.
The latest figures show that
over 674,000 dollars have
been collected and if the Walk
goes through another ten to
fifteen thousand is expected.
Station WKYC in Cleveland
is considering covering the
walk over NBC. This is not
definite, said Tom Hilt, student senior who is leading
the walk, "but it looks prom-

The

cadence is quickening for the

20 mile walkathon scheduled
by students at The College of
Wooster for Jan. 29.
--

More than 250

students will
be making the trek to help
raise money to meet the College's $1.2 million "challenge
gift" from Foster McGaw of
Evanston,

Mr. McGaw

last

111.

made the offer

month on the condition
that Wooster raise a similar
amount within 60 days. If they

can't, the donation will be

withdrawn.
The walk will cover approximately 20 miles beginning on
Beall Avenue and proceeding
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At

these checkpoints the

American National Red Cross
will have volunteers to help
out if necessary.
Local law enforcement agencies have threatened to halt
the walk if extremely bad
weather conditions exist.
The walk idea started with
Tom Hilt, a senior from Fremont. "The students are a
part of Wooster and we figure
the McGaw Challenge is as
much our challenge as the administration and alumni's,"
he says.
Many student groups had been

Campus Council reduced

LCB when informed at Tuesday's meeting the $500 is expected to come from the Cleveland Urban Studies Center to
help fund production of "The

Cage."

The new motion, which

slashed the appropriation to
$250, was passed with ten
LCB Chairman John Van Wagoner distributes copies of LCB
budget to Campus Council members.

By

Jay Smeltz

On February 10, 1972 the
College of Wooster Human

town-camp-

voting in favor and one abstaining. The cut is being
made in the event that the
$500 comes, Jim Hyman's
motion read.
Council Chairman Glenn
Bucher read two memos which
he had discussed with Hal
Clossen, LCB director. The

us

some-o- f

the departments."
Tom Engler, a junior from
Massillon, has found over
$400 in pledges while Hilt
accounts for $275 himself.
Senior Jim Sentman went
in Wooster and solicited $99 worth of sponsors in

door-to-do- or

one hour.
The marchers would like to
reach $10,000 and early re
turns indicate they will.
Not all the students are walking. Junior Jim Imler of Mansfield, a member of the Scots
swim team, has a meet that
day. Immediately after the
meet) he will begin swimming
ten miles and has sponsors
for more than $100.

s

first, from history instructor
John Hondros, said that a letter from the Cleveland Urban
Studies Center had been received by the Director's Office
before the Jan. 18 Council
meeting when the initial $750
allocation was given. There
was no mention of the $500
when the request was presented.
John Van Wagoner, LCB
chairman, agreed that the
letter offering the $500 had
been received before he approached Council for money
to bring the play to campus.
However, he continued, it
was misplaced and not uncovered until after the meet

ing.

Last week Van Wagoner
estimated that 1000 people
would attend "The Cage,"
bringing in a $1000 revenue.
This would help pay the $1,750
cost of production. This week
Van Wagoner told Council that
Clossen considered 1000 an
overestimate. Since they
now expected less than $1000
in gate fees, Van Wagoner
asked if he could keep the
expected $500 from the Urban
Studies Center to offset any
loss. Any remaining money
would return to Council.
e
Peter Havholm,
assistant dean to Dean Cropp,
part-tim-

continued on page 4

America Stalls Peace Talks

a plan of action is to be drawn
up including a time for imple-

mentation of these suggestions.
This document will become
Relations Commission will
"The Statement of Human Re7
around
convene a meeting
lations Goals of the College
main concerns in the area of
of Wooster."
human relations as they effect this campus. The purThis statement is to be the
pose of this meeting will be
statement of the College of
to begin formulation of a
Wooster, not the Human Rela"Statement of Human Relations Commission. The statement is being presented to the
tions Goals of the College of
Wooster."
college by the HRC in conThe seven areas of concern
junction with the seven groups
are: athletics (varsity and
at the February 10th meeting.
intramural), campus organizaThe seven groups are planned
to represent a wide range of
tions, black faculty and staff
repeople all of whom will have
recruitment,
an imput into the formulation
lations, curriculum, black
of this important statement.
and Third World student reThe statement will be presentcruitment, and housing (on
and off campus). These groups ed to the campus by the beginning of Spring Quarter, 1972
initially met in November,
with the intention of imple1971, and some have had a
menting several of its sugfew meetings since. .At the
February 10, 1972 meeting
gestions by that time.
these groups will meet in expanded size, including more
faculty, students, and administrators. From this meeting
Dean F. W. Cropp has releave
turned from a
of absence with what he called "a very favorable opinion
o'f
what's going on at WooThis Sunday, Jan. 30 Brian
In an address delivered
ster."
Dykstra of the Music Depart -open faculty meeting
to
the
meht will present a recital of
in Mateer Hall' Monday, Januworks for harpsichord, preary 24, entitled "Wooster
pared piano, and piano. The
from
the West," Dean Cropp
program will begin at 8:15
that time spent at the
said
in McGaw Chapel
of Research and DeCenter
Included in the program are
in Higher Learning
velopment
a harpsichord suite by Franhad given him
California
in
cois Couperin, "The Peril
on some
perspectives
"added
ous Night" for prepared piano
Wooster.
at
situations"
the
of
by John Cage, two pieces by
the
that
stated
Cropp
Dean
the contemporary French com
curriculum "comCollege's
poser Olivier Messiaen, the
pared most favorably" with
Sonata by Bartok, and five
those of most colleges, many
Etudes-tableau- x
by
of whom are now "in a crisis

"We are trying to get as much
of the campus involved as
possible. Many of the studenfe
who can't walk are sponsoring
others," he adds. "We even

have volunteers from

$500 ;
Council Cuts Funds

last week's $750 allocation to

a

considering ways to help the
campaign, he adds, but each
required more time than the
deadline allowed. The walk
seemed the best way to raise
a lot of money in a hurry.
Hilt first voiced his thought
at a dorm meeting. "At first
everybody joked about it," he
says. "But the more we talk- -,
ed, the more excited everyone got."
By the end of the meeting he
had 25 volunteers signed and
things have snowballed since.

LCB

I

J

s

along the walk for students
to stop, rest and receive
drinks and sandwiches, provided by Food Services.

Three

Continues
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The Paris Peace Talks are
hopeless, not because of any
obstinacy on the part of the
Communists, but because the
American negotiating team is
with
"mere window-dressinno real power to reach a settlement, Reverand Richard
Wolffe, told an audience of
35 students last Thursday in
a Current Issues Committee
sponsored event.
Wolffe, a minister at the
Olmstead Falls Community
Church, traveled to Paris with
50 fellow churchmen on a factfinding mission last summer.
In Paris, the churchmen talked
with representatives from the
North and South Vietnamese,
Viet Cong and American negotiating teams.
g"

In

these talks, Wolffe said

he discovered many "start

ling" facts.
"It is clear to all the world,'
Wolffe said, "that America is

bent on a military victory in
Vietnam. As we talk peace
we are sending bombers over
Vietnam.
"The truth is we can't
expect to really negotiate because we insist on keeping the
fighting going."
Wolffe said he learned that
Averil Harriman, a former
American negotiater in Paris,
resigned "because he said
Nixon didn't want a negotiated
end to the war."
"It is clear the American
negotiating team is mere
window-dressin- g
with no power
to negotiate. Their hands
are tied in Washington,"
Wolffe

said.

drawal date, serious negotiations can't begin according
to Wolffe. "Our actions speak
louder than our words,"
Another stumbling block to

successful negotiations,
according to Wolffe, is a lack

of American empathy for the

situation in Vietnam.
"Not until our leaders put
themselves in the place of
the Vietnamese will we be
able to come to a fair solution
of the war," he said. "The
Vietnamese problem must be
solved by the people of Vietnam. The United States is
looked on as a foreign intruder.
"It is the height of arrogance
for us to think the war can be
settled by American ways.
continued on pog 4

Unless Nixon sets a with

Dean Cropp Returns; He Likes Us

Recital

five-mon- th

situation." Representatives
from other colleges were especially impressed with Woos-ter- 's
"Section 12 clause" in
the curriculum, which allows
interdepartfor
mental courses.
Dean Cropp said that while
the Wooster curriculum compared favorably with most
others, the Wooster community must also find ways of
exploiting the possibilities
within the present curriculum.
Although he does not see
"any immediate need for
drastic restructuring (as)
we did three years ago," the
College must work toward
greater flexibility, but "flexibility with academic stand
self-initiat- ed

ards." He expressed surprise
that there are not more stu-

come more responsible for his
own education," according to
dents exploring interdepart-- .
Dean Cropp. The parallel,
mental offerings and majors.
a "faculty growth con' i act,"
Among the challenges facwould also help each faculty
member set his own goals for
ing the college faculty, as
Dean Cropp sees theni, is the improving his teaching and
workload problem, or how
A report on the GCLA execuproductivity" in
meeting in Ann Arbor,
tive
teaching. A second problem, Michigan, January 14 and 15,
which concerns both faculty
was given by Mr. Karan.
and students, is the need for Among the issues discussed
individualization in the learn- at that meeting were a Coning process. A possible imference on the Philosophy of
provement is the learning
Social Science, which will
contract. The learning conbe held at Wooster, and a
tract, which "may very well
European Urban Studies probecome the trend of the future! gram.
to-"increas-

e

encourages each student to
his own rate and "be

work at

continued on pog 4
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VOICE

More On

by David Thomas
Since its release several months ago, AMERICAN PIE by
Don McLean has been unjustly maligneda victim of the butchery AM radio did on the original eight and a half minute title
cut.
- Don McLean is a folk minstrel who grew up with rock &
roll, only to sadly abandon it when it lost its innocence in the
60's. While the album AMERICAN PIE pays brief homage to
rock & roll in two songs ("American Pie" and "Everybody
Loves Me, Baby"), McLean, like a jealous and proud lover,
abandoned both rock & roll and its offspring rock. But, he
still searches for the innocence, distinctly American, that rock
& roll once embodied. His answer is the minstrel. AMERICAN
PIE is the result.
The title cut is a lament to the debauchment of the original
music of Buddy Holly (to whom the album is dedicated), Chuck
Berry, Jerry Lee Lewis and the early Beach Boys. Buddy
Holly, killed in a plane crash in '59, is alluded to, as are
Dylan ("the jester"), Elvis Presley ("the king"), the Beatles
("Helter Skelter" and "the sergeants"), Joplin, the Byrds and
the Stones, who, as usual, play the real heavy.
Rock & roll meant to be nothing but a joyous celebration
of youth. It was the music of the 50's teenage rebellion of
innocence in an era when children crouched under desks practicing atom war drills in the first grade.
The music was apolitical and it either ignored or failed to
recognize itself as a precursor of a new consciousness. It
was simple and unpretentious and it was joyous. American
innocence was its theme, but it would be pretentious to class
it with the American spirit of Thoreau only because rock & roll
never aspired to be anything of the sort: it was itself and
alone.
Today's rock is alien a prodigal son only now beginning
to repent with the rebirth of simplicity and joy in music, as
exemplified by Harrison's ALL THINGS MUST PASS.
How much do the pyschedelia of a few years ago, Dylan's
consciousness ballads, Zappa's satire, the cynicism and satan-isof the Stones, the insanity and brutality of Alice Cooper,
the heavy schlok of Grand Funk and the dada of Beefheart have
in common with "Johnny B. Goode?"
What does the political and revolutionary "Street Fighting
Man" have in common with the spontaneous and
rebellion that was rock & roll?
Rock has come a long way since "Blueberry Hill" as we
have been through maybe too much since Howdy Doody and the
Lone Ranger. We all have dim memories of those years we
look back with feelings bordering dangerously on nostalgia.
The question is, how much have we lost as a generation that
has had only one cultural tenet Madison Avenue and ABC have
been unable to steal that of youth and unarticulated rebellion?
Can it be we have lost the innocence that gave us the
right to unbending rebellion? The wild ones became the
Weatherman and White Panthers. Strangers with names like
Marx
stole our souls: the machine stole our culture..
We were disillusioned and our music reflected it.
But Don McLean is a minstrel.
The music has died and he won't try to raise it. Instead,
he searches for purity and sings softly, without electronics,
of a man too pure to be allowed to live and love too pure to be
imagined since those honky tonk women gave us the clap.

m
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MORE ON

Campus Council

was filling-i- n for Acting Dean
Henry Copeland. Havholm
believed that the money should
revert immediately to Council
because it was not considered
when the initial grant was
made. LCB would then have
to absorb any loss, he said.
Jack Simmons concurred,
saying that there were no
strings attached last week.
If Council had known of the
$500 then the allocation probably would not have exceeded $250.
The other memo, from sociology instructor John Hewitt,
questioned information presented by LCB spokesmen
last week.
John Browder, chairman of
LCB's Current Issues Committee, told Council at the
Jan. 18 meeting that the play
had been contracted before it
was dropped from President
Drushal's symposium on criminal justice. Funds were expected to come from the President's Office if it had been
incorporated into the symposium. Hewitt's memo stated
that the decision to drop the
play from the symposium's
agenda was transmitted to LCB
before they signed the con-

nancing tne symposium. Hewnote said that the law
firm was encouraging other

attorney's to assist financing
the program
The Black Forum, which has

been incorporated into LCB,
asked Council for $1000.
Last week's request for $800
had been tabled. Council
approved a motion allocating
$500 to bring a black dance
group to campus. They will
entertain a later motion for an
additional $500 to finance programs in a black cultural festival this spring.
Council also gave $400 to
match an equal sum from the
Art Department to purchase an
outdoor stainless steel sculpture.
John Browder, representing
First Section, asked Council
for a $500 grant to bring two
films and a speaker to campus. This program, he said,
was partially fulfilling promises made in their Social Code
racial clause. The Section
has raised $200.
One film is "about the Fred
Hampton murder." A person
who was with Hampton when
he was shot will talk after
the film. The second film is

his field.

Dean Cropp mentioned the
possibility of an Associate
of Arts degree to be granted
on completion of two years
of study. He also suggested
that Bachelor's degrees be
given in the four curriculum
areas Humanities, Natural
Sciences and Math, Social
Sciences and History, and
Fine Arts rather than in each
department.
Discussed at the Center
was possible change from the
four-yeperior of study, the
set of requirements which
Dean Cropp termed "the
syndrome." He proar

time-cour-

se

posed proficiency tests rather
than course credits earned as
bases for measuring learning
and that the College
the idea of competence levels'
."-extend

Among items presented as
business was announcement

of the new hours for Andrews
Library, which are the result
of an attendance survey in cooperation with the Student
Services Committee. This
quarter the library will be
open until twelve Sunday
through Thursday nights,
eleven on Fridays, and five
on Saturdays. The possibility
of an after-houstudy area
has been discussed by the
SSC and the Library Committee, which has scheduled an
open meeting for 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday, February 15.
rs

r

k

'

fa

Hi.

a 25 minute discussion of the
Black Panther Party's 10
point platform.
Browder was encouraged by
Council to approach the Human Relations Commission for
funds before having the request considered by Council.
A financial report prepared
by Jim Wicker, Council Treasurer, indicated that Council's
projected balance for the end
of second quarter is $1000.

tract.

Browder had also told Council that the law firm of Critch-fiel- d,
Critchfield, Critchfield
and Johnston was wholly fi- -

MEAT STUFF

MORE ON

Peace

Especially when we come to
the bargaining table thinking

might makes right and justice

is secondary," Wolffe said.
Nixon's policy of Vietnami-zatio- n,
said Wolffe, is "not
designed to end the war but
to continue it."
"Vietnamization is not designed to end the war but as
a way to save American lives
and continue the war," Wolffe
said. "We are telling the
world it is better to kill Vietnamese than Americans."
"When General Abhrams

says 'we are changing the
color of the corpses,' it shows
this is not only an imperialist
war but a racist one, too,"
Wolffe said.
Wolffe suggested that students "should make their
voices heard" and help to
end the war by writing their

KNOW YOUR NEWS

(EDITORIAL POLICY)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
are what you the readers think about anything and everything.
AN

EDITORIAL:

is what members of the Editorial Staff believe, usually
accompanied by initials, especially if there isn't total
agreement.
AN OPINION:

is what a member of the staff thinks and is accompanied
by a

post-lin- e.

A STUDENT

is what a

OPINION:

ff
member writes. Because the staff feels
that the issue needs to be aired, this heading is used
rather than Letter to the Editor.
non-sta-

PRIVILEGE:
member of some status
is an opinion written by a non-sta- ff
(in the eyes of the elitist VOICE staff).

A GUEST

congressmen.

"exploring perspectives"
in the education of black students and finding black facfor

ulty.

the system

of awarding departmental honors was passed after debate.
As of September 2, 1972,
criteria for honors for those
who do

their senior IS thesis

in their major will be: a 3.5
cumulative point average in
the best six courses in that
major, IS honors, and a grade
of B or higher on the senior
evaluation. Criteria for those
whose senior IS is done outside their major will be a 3.5
average in the best nine
courses in that major, including IS courses, and a grade
of B or higher on the senior

evaluation.

non-sta-ff

member.

COMMENTARY:

Mr. Hoover reported that the
Black Education Committee
was granted $500 by the
Human Relations Committee

An amendment in

REVIEW:

is a review of some cultural event by a

Dean Gropp Returns
in many areas of study.
As Dean Cropp noted, the
open faculty meeting seemed
to draw even "less attendance
than the closed faculty meetings." Faculty attendance
was poor, and few students
were present at the meeting.

!

.

A STUDENT

advisory capacities as well
as planning further work in

I

itt's

is the name of Stanley Perdue's column.
RODOMONTADE:

get out your Funk and Wagnall's!..is the name of David
Thomas' musical review column.'
SPORT SPECULATION:
is the title of Dave Berkey's sports editorial or whatever.
FEATURES:
News articles are customarily written by a staff person and
are as close as possible to "straight news." The main

NEWS AND

characteristic is no e.
Features can be written by practically anybody and are
by-lin-

sometimes very opinionated.

Clearly marked with a

by-lin- e.

This explanation has been for your benefit. VOICE reserves
the right to change, modify, or overlap these categories without prior notice.
Rip this out, read it, memorize it, then swallow and digest it,
so that you don't fall into the clutches of the "vocal minority.''

Ml
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MORE

Commentafy
"LAW SCHOOL - WILL I LIKE
IT? CAN I MAKE IT?" A new
book by a recent law graduate
for prospective law students.
It looks at how to best prepare
for law school, including what
books to read, and analyzes
several formulas based on admission studies to predict first

year average.

It is possible
to determine how one will do
in law school. For your copy
send $2.95 to Kroos Press,
Box 3709A, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217.

PH0QE

FCH

Aid

HEP EATlONS
THE SMOOTH TRAVEL WAY

99

i'ooster Auto Club

Five

on cc

'Miraculous Machine9
by Bruce Browne
The College of Wooster has formed a bureaucracy dedicated
When I walked into the Lowry Center Ballroom the other
to promoting the uplifting of itself, it is called Campus Council
Campus Council has on many occasions exemplified their never night to see the play The Miraculous Machine of Mr. Mount- ending concern for themselves. As a student I should view
castle, I must admit I was somewhat sceptical. You mean
Campus Council as an organization established for the benefit that a couple of college guys wrote a play, composed lyrics,
of the students but this seems to be far from what actually
and then put music to the whole thing? "Thou hast hit . .
."
exists. Campus Council is in actuality your investment broker,
What started out as scepticism quickly and irrevocably
they decide what is a valuable stock to invest in and what
turned to admiration and enthusiasm. Using a simple plot line
stock is cabbage. It seems that priorities within the council
of descrimination and its ultimate dispersal by the simple
have changed from when the organization was established.
changing of differing factors, the play, stated its case in a
programs
Considering the merit of organizations and their
is
rhythmic and interesting way. The story itself is not new,
one example of priority change. The change has gone from
(but
then again neither was the idea behind West Side Story)
considering the program or organization as a valuable entity
and one could see the influence of Dr. Sr.ess' book the
for the college community to considering the programs basically upon how much money it takes. It is understandable that Sneetches; in this play, as in the book by Suess, people are
separated by outward signs that some regard as superior. In
money matters are important but this importance rates second
the Sneetches, it's the stars on the bellies, in this play the
in analyzing the pure merit of a viable program or organization
to the College of Wooster. Council must reorient their values. distinction is the color of hats that the residents wear. To belittle the importance of the message of the play is to misuse
One of their jobs in essence is to see that student activities
itt to dwell on the message is to politicize it I believe the
fees go to good purposes, not to look at a program through
happy
medium lies in realizing its importance, and yet seeing
greenback glasses.
beyond that to see the style and substance of the play.
In looking at Campus Council I find one more disturbing
In a play as well done as this, speaking of the substance
item. Council is made up of students, faculty and administraa
joy. The script by Rick Spatz and Jim Taylor dealt with
is
tion. Together they attempt to provide for the campus in
various ways. Faculty and administration members need to be the characters and motives in the play with a simplicity that
hides the work that went into it. The lyrics of the songs are
there for representation's sake but are they only representaa
case in point. So well written were they, that I had the feeltives. I say they are more, they argue and fight for what they
ing that they were what the characters would naturally say,
believe to be right. That I commend them on, but they sometather than what simply fit the rhyme and meter of the line.
times forget that they are not feeling the effects of decisions
The music by Rick Whitney really was one of the selling points
they make. Faculty and administration members should become knowledgeable to what the students need and want. They for the whole show. The tunes and style are intrinsic to the
should not consider passing an event or program without under- message and mood of the play. The
numbers
really felt good to watch they were soothing and interesting
standing the needs of students not yet met by their organizain much the same. way as the final resolution of a chord is that
tion. Now I may have misinterpreted what information I have
is they round out and compliment the action to bring it to a
receivedbut I doubt it. The faculty and administration mempsychologically satisfying resolution. Enough on theory
bers may have such an understanding of students needs, but I
The guys that put on the play were really interesting to
can't see it, and that's what counts. We only know what we
watch on and off the stage. Amused and enjoying themselves,
see and hear in regard to members of an organization such as
they conveyed the lightness of fictional characters through the
Campus Council. They must make honest efforts to let stustylization of roles, and the blatant use of theatrical convendents know how they feel when they act upon issues brought
tions for humor. Technically the show wasn't the type you'd
before them.
expect to see making money in New York, but that was half
In conclusion I plead with Wooster students to make efthe class. I think the men of First Section proved all over
forts themselves to see what is going on in Campus Council.
again that real theatre is not only putting something across
I employ them to remove their bodys and minds from the cavwith power, but also with a little PIZZAZZ! Well done, guys,
ern of apathy. If the student will not act it would seem they
now about those green shirts you wear , . . I could change
want to remain puppets.
Stanley E. Perdue
them to (let me see) . . .
.
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THIS WEEK
AT MATEER AUDITORIUM 7:00 and 9:30 PM
SATURDAY MONDAY

M-A--

- Natural Selection - Biology
Population Ecology - Biology

Appalacia: Rich Land, Poor People - Sociology
TUESDAY
Ordinal Scales of Infant Development

I

"f

CROWNED

Justice of the Poor - Sociology

- Winged World - Biology
Reflections on Time - Geology
FRIDAY - Yippie - Political Science

.

THURSDAY

WITH A STAR

Theater

Lyric II

- "The

New Spiritualism in the
Counter Culture" Tom Driver,
Union Theological Seminary
10 : 00 AM McGaw Chapel
THURSDAY - Senator Robert Taft 8 PM McGaw Chapel
RAP IN PIT AFTER LECTURE
WEDNESDAY

IN CLASSES (BY DEPARTMENT)

S

Wooster

Lady and the Tramp
Something Big

S-H

- Strangers on a Train

TUESDAY - Psycho
WEDNESDAY - Spellbound
NEXT FRIDAY - The Wild Bunch
MONDAY

DOWNTOWN

SUNDAY

- Recital by Bryan Dykstra, Pianist

McGaw Chapel 8:15 PM
NEXT FRIDAY - Classical Guitarist, Robert
Guthrie Lowry Center
Ballroom

Some to Demonstrate, Some to

Destroy - Political Science
consult department for time and location
of showing.

The soft glow of LJnde
stars combined with
brilliant diamonds create
an unforgettable beauty
in a complete selection
of. rings, pins, earrings
and pendants.

THEATRE
- The Drunkard
FEB.
FEB. 17 - The Cage
9-- 12

COMING UP ON CAMPUS

Bank American! Charge
Jewel Box Charge

ewe

Open Fri.
Nights Til p p.m.

SHUwhere it's happening!

aJox
120

E. Liberty St.

Wooster, Ohio
Wooster's Diamond Store'

U

Chair

T-B- ars

Tows

trails

Snow Machines Night Skiing
Fireotace Lounges Hot Food

Sm Bam Davlodee
wine ueer lompiem
Ski School GLM Plan Kemats
Ski Patrol Toboggan Run Fun
IKE FOLDEI write SHOW TRAILS a

w ani

Box 160, Mansfield. Ohio 44901
or can (419)

sa im

MANSFIELD

MOVIES
Shoot the Piano Player
Twelve Angry Men

The Blob
Guns of Navaronne
A Man For All Seasons
CLEVELAND

AREA

NEXT FRIDAY -

i

HfcrgV't

Yevtushenko - Poetry in Concert with Barry Boys - British
Actor

Baldwin-Walla-

College

ce
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SPORTS THIS WEEKEND

Regional
Tournament Here
V-ba-

By

ll

TODAY - Women's

sport speculation

Volleyball-Region-

al

Tournament (PEC)

-

TOMORROW
Basketball vs.
Kenyon (PEC, 8 p.m.)
Women's Volleyball - Re-

gional (PEC)

Jon Harwood

Swimming

After a disappointing and sudden end to plans for a successful state tournament last weekend, Wooster's Volleyball
Scotties are now in the midst of hopefully redeeming themselves in this weekend's Regional Tournament. First, though,
last week.
Last year, Wooster went all the way to the finals in the
State Tournament before they finally bowed out to an almost
perfect Mount St. Joseph team.
This year, with superior personnel and, according to Coach
Ginny Hunt, a much better team attitude, the women appeared
to be invincible. They almost were as they compiled a 14--2
season record. The team rarely played up to its potential
which was due to, according to Miss Hunt, the structure of the
team's offense, but they still usually won easily.
AFTER AN OPTIMISTIC destruction of Ashland (twice),
BW, and BG the week before the state tournament, hopes were
high. In the beginning of the tournament, the Scotties did
nothing to disclaim these aspirations. Their first game was
against Ohio Northern, a very tough opponent. Wooster cleaned the floor with them, 15-- 5 and 15-The rest of the games
on Friday were just as simple as the Scotties also trampled
Capital, Ohio Wesleyan, and Akron.
Then, on Saturday, the dream collapsed. Wooster had a
bad draw as they had to face Dayton, the eventual champ, in
the quarter finals. To complicate matters, the girls were looking ahead to their next game against Ashland despite the fact
that Dayton during the regular season became only the third
team in two years to beat Wooster in straight sets. The
reasoning behind this was that Ashland had beaten Dayton the
night before and Wooster knew they could beat the Eaglettes.
Dayton had no such hang-up- s
and eliminated the Scotties from
further competition, 15-- 9 and
Dayton then went on to
beat Ashland and Mount St. Joseph to take all the proverbial
marbles.
This weekend, Wooster's P.E. Center will be the stage
for the first Regional Volleyball Tournament ever. The Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women decided that
the only way to decide who would qualify for a National Tournament was by dividing the country into various regions and
having regional tournaments. This won't become a regular
practice until next year.
For this inaugural event, Miss Hunt put in a bid with the
Midwest Regional Commission and it was accepted. She was
also appointed as tournament director.
THERE ARE 16 TEAMS in this tournament from five
states: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin. To
qualify, a team had to finish first or second in its state tournament. Also six at large teams were selected on the basis of
their season records. Since Mount St. Joseph is unable to afford this tourney, Ohio will be represented by Dayton, Ashland. Cincinnati, and Wooster.
It is difficult to predict who will do what since none of
the teams, know anything about each other. However, if the
Scotties are to face Dayton or a similar team this weekend,
it is hoped that overconfidence will not be a stumbling block
in the path of victory. Given the right incentive, the Scotties
with nine extremely talented players in the likes of: Julie
VanderWerf, Janet Nordstrom, Lorrie Sprague, Denise Massa,
Annie Baird, Judy Donaldson, Margaret Lauderdale, and
Cindy Sprau, should beat any team anytime. They should
never lose.
4.
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men's Volleyball ?
By Dave Berkey
Voice Sports Editor

(Severance pool, 2 p.m)
& WittenWrestling vs.
Volleyball when played correctly is a terrific sport to
berg (at Berea)
watch or play.
JV Basketball vs. Kenyon
And this weekend, Wooster students will get ample oppor(PEC, 6:15 p.m.)
tunity to watch volleyball at its female best during the first
Hike (Wayne County (ever) Regional Women's Volleyball tournament at the PEC.
8 a.m.)
Teams from the five-staarea of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin are here for the inaugural event
SPORTS THIS WEEK
directed by Wooster's Ginny Hunt. The winner will represent
the Midwest in the Nationals and hopefully this will become
TUESDAY - Basketball vs.
an annual affair.
Oberlin (at Oberlin)
WHICH BRINGS UP the question-ho- w
come there isn't a
Swimming vs.
men's volleyball team, tourney or championship? Interest in
Reserve (at Cleveland)
such a team at Wooster is growing and the recent Intramural
championship game between Second and Seventh is a case in
point.
Seventh Section had built-u- p quite a volleyball dynasty
prior to this year. In the previous five seasons, the Kappa
Chis had lost only one game while rolling to five consecutive
championships.
- Part of the reason for Seventh's success was the
fact that
most of the team members went down to the Wooster YMCA on
Tuesday nights and practiced with the Y team directed by Bill
All-Sta- rs
Schanz, better known as "Volleyball. Bill".
The brand of volleyball played at the Y is of the highest.
quality like will be displayed this weekend. The most imporSix players were unanimous
tant element in a good volleyball game is the way the players
choices on the 1971 College
make contact with the ball crisp hits rather than catches or
of Wooster Intramural Football All-Stteam. On ofcarries.
fense they were: quarterback
OTHER TECHNIQUES TAUGHT at the Y include specific
positions of setter and spiker (two of the former and four of
John Weaver (6th), blocking
back Chuck Lee (6th), end
the latter on most teams) and receiving positions so as to
Greg Misch (5th), end Mike
make the most of all three hits on a side.
Milligan (6th) and end Andy
The Seventh teams brought these skills into the IM League
Cline (6th). - The only defenwhich was still using the illegal carries and catches. A few
sive unanimous choice was
years back, KX used to win games without the opposition
rusher Craig Collins of 6th.
even getting a point.
Recently, however, with better instruction in gym classes
The other offensive rs
and more efficient referees, the quality of play in the A
are blocking back Jim
League has increased. Seventh had to fight to win the title
Austin (5th), center John
the last few years against teams from Third and Second and
Kieffer (6th), tackle Steve
this year the Kappa Sigs took the championship in a thrilling
Chase (6th) and tackle Pat
two hours of volleyball.
ftack (5th).
With over 200 people watching at the PEC last Thursday,
4,
took the first game,
Seventh
after a 45 minute struggle.
The defense includes
eight
Second
straight
scored
points
in the second game but
Mike Canico, Jeff Glatz and
KX came back only to lose
third and deciding
The
Scott Decker of Crandell
game,
which
midnight,
ended
at
by Second, 15-won
was
but
House and Randy Terry of
both
agreed
they
sides
had
never
experienced
such a great
6th in the backfield, Wes
match before.
Morris of 5th as middle lineALL OF THIS PUTS a big question mark on the future of
backer, and Tom Mumaw,
"good
volleyball" at Wooster. Most of the members of the
Terry Finigan, Gary Ford,
and Second teams are seniors. When Bill Schanz came
Seventh
Willie Rouse and Phil Sachs
gym in November for a clinic, members of those
to
Severance
on the line with Collins.
two teams made up over 90 of the audience.
With women's volleyball at a peak now on the Hill, there's
Crandell House took the
no
why the same quality of play cannot come from the
reason
championship the last game,
men
as well. A number of good athletes on campus
students
three-yeending a
Sixth
sit around during the IM volleyball season because they have
Section skein. In all, 56
never really experienced the sport as it should be played.
players representing every
Men's varsity volleyball is out of the question at least for
team in the league were menballoting. the present. Low athletic department funds are endangering
tioned in the all-stthe life of varsity sports now in existence. And in Ohio at
least, few schools have started men's teams. It has become
one of the fastest growing intercollegiate sports - especially
on the West Coast.
But volleyball is too good a sport to be ignored any longer.
More clinics should be held and encouragement given to the
IM program to continually upgrade the quality of play. Perhaps
on an unofficial level, a Wooster squad could challenge a
Another sopnomore, Marshall team from another school or play in the local YMCA league.
In any event, something must be done to get more men inWenger, took the 190 pound
weight class against a strong volved in the playing of good volleyball. We can't keep letting the women have all the fun!
Mt. Union opponent by
Bob Moncilovich, 2.
B-- W
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Matmen Hope For Comeback
Raiders'

by PHIL JOHNSON

Don

150-pound- er,

Smith, 2.
Then later, after
being down at the start of the
final period, Dumas stole a
7- - 4 decision victory from Marietta's Mike Hennessey to
raise his record to 0.
Willie Jones also lead the
Wooster team by scoring a 1win over Steve Melnick of Mt.
Union, then battling to a 0
draw with the Pioneers' Mike
6--

The Wooster Scot wrestling
team will try to raise its .500
percentage when the Scots
tangle with Baldwin-Wallaand Wittenberg tomorrow at
Berea.
ce

The OAC wrestling

champ-

ions' last year, the Baldwin-WallaYellow Jackets boast
four returning lettermen who
took the OAC championship in
their respective weight classes
Wittenberg is seeking to
better its record of last year
and is very hopeful of upsetting both B-- and Wooster.
Last week the Fighting
Scot grapplers were dropped
by Mt. Union, 24-1-2,
and Mardespite the efforts
ietta, 23-1-1,
of Wes Dumas and Willie Jones
ce

W

at Granville.
Dumas again lead the Scot
forces by beating the Purple

deci-sioni- ng
6--

4--

-0

0--

Woener.

Seniors Bob Yomboro and
Hugh Hindman each picked up

another victory. Team captain

Yomboro (167), now with a sea-

earned a
son record of
0 win against Dennis Hurling of Marietta, while Hindman
2-- 0,

8--

(142)-

-

decisioned Marietta's

Dave Rnkle,

3-- 1.

Sophomore Mark Diheo won
over the Mount's 177 pounder,
Mark

Hesler.

Senior grappler Willie Jones is undefeated thus far with two outstanding performances in the
unlimited class last weekend. Here Willie rides Mt. Union's Steve Melnick to a 0 decision.
1--

jwocog3 gcgflprcajj

All-Ameri-

can

same.
The latest scoring ace for
the Ohio Conference foes
from Gambier is senior Marty
Hunt, the loop's second-leadin- g
Hunt
played two years with the
Rinka gang and has been a
starter for four seasons. The
3 guard from Cleveland is
averaging 23.1 points per
game.
Kenyon' s season thus far
hasn't been a prosperous one,
but the Lords have lost several close games. Prior to
last night's game at Ohio
Kenyon carried a
overall mark, 4 in the OAC.
In their 14 games, the Lords
68.1 points
while their opponents have
scored at only a 76.4 per game
clip. Kenyon is a young varsity team with eight freshmen
and three sophomores out of a
roster of 16. Hunt and the
other
Jim Smith
are the only seniors.
As was prevalent last season, however, Wooster is the
big game on every team's schedule and Kenyon coach Jim
Zak will be out to turn his
season around with a victory
over the Scots.
The Wooster varsity made
its encounter with three Cleveland area teams a successful
one the last week with consecutive triumphs over John
Carroll,
Reserve
and Baldwin-Wallac- e.
Greg
Senior
Bryant was the hero in the
Carroll and CWRU games as
the "Bear" collected 39
and 36 points during
the two contests. In both
games, Wooster limited its
point-produc-

opponent to 69 points while
scoring 98 against Carroll

78-6-

4,

1--

d

co-capt-

I

ZJ." 4

Senior Mike Grenert, the notion's top free throw shooter,
proves trie axiom, practice
makes perfect. He s 49 of
52 this season.

ain

Case-Weste- rn

.

co-capt- ain

re-bou-ncs

This past Tuesday, the
Scots held off a late Baldwin-Wallasurge to top the Yel5,
low Jackets,
for their
fourth Ohio Conference victory in as many starts. The
triumph upped Wooster's overall mark to 12-second only
to Capital in the OAC.
-- Wooster had kept B-in
check throughout the first
half but Jacket scoring ace
Dean Martin got hot early in
the second stanza. With 14
minutes left, the score was
and it was a
tied at 44-a-ll
new ball game.
Clutch shots by John Creas-aMike Grenert, Chuck Cooper and Fred Nevar battled B-through a number of lead
changes until the Scots pulled
away with seven minutes remaining. Creasap finished
with 20 points and Cooper had
14 rebounds.
The JV's took their third
straight Tuesday after opening the season with five
losses. Jay Schmidt led the
frosh with 19 tallies and the
Mansfield Malabar grad has
averaged over 20 points during the winning streak.
Tuesday of next week, the
cagers travel to Oberlin for
an OAC clash in the rival
Yeomen's new gym.
ce

Wes-leya- n,
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Bev Metzler and Nan Close
tutor the Wooster diving contingent. , The coeds are new
to the coaching profession.
Their subjects, frosh Mark
Carrell and Steve Philbrick,
haven't had much experience
diving either.

"I

caught mono when swim

practice started this season.

was able to swim
again, Coach Hetrick asked
me if I would like to try to
dive," Carrell added. "I had
six hours of practice before
our first meet with Capital."
When I

"I did a little three-met- er
diving at the YMCA," recalled Carrell. "I think I
competed in two meets."
Philbrick, a freestyler,
volunteered to dive with Carrell. Steve injured his ear
in practice and has been
sidelined since the first
meet, but he should be ready
for tomorrow's clash with

Chinese fire drill in organization.

Tomorrow the diving will
begin at 2 p.m. at the YMCA
pool. There Carrell and
Philbrick will face the two
best divers in the Ohio Conference in the Baldwin-Walladuo.

--

ce

Swimmers, coaches, judges
and fans will be shuttled back

to Severance Pool for the
swim events which should
start at 3 p.m.

The limited facilities make

it extremely difficult

for Car-

rell and Philbrick to practice.
They can use the YMCA pool
in the afternoons during weekdays.

Swimming coach Tracy Hetrick, who admits that he
hasn't had much experience
coaching divers, can't coach
Carrell and Philbrick because
he has to teach a class at
that time. Hence Bev and Nan
to the rescue.
Nan, a freshman, also has
some diving experience. She
also used to participate in
synchronized swimming which
gives her a lot of knowledge
about form.

Baldwin-Wallac- e.

Since tiny Severance Pool

has no diving facilities,

holding diving competition
makes home meets resemble a

Bev, a sophomore, had done
some diving while competing
in high school.
Without diving, Wooster

Contact the Placement Office.
representative of The Institute
will visit your campus on:

A

.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2

p,

If the above date is inconvenient for you.
please call or write The Institute for information.

NOTE:

W

No Diving Board, But .
The College of Wooster
swim team may not have the
best divers in the conference.
The Scots have the two most
attractive coaches, however.

When you become a Lawyer's Assistant,
you'll do work traditionally done by lawyers
work which is challenging, responsible
and intellectually stimulating. Lawyer's
Assistants are now Jo critically needed that
The Institute for Paralegal Training can
offer you a position in the city of your choice
and a higher starting salary than you'd
expect as a recent college graduate. Here
is a career as a professional with financial
rewards that increase with your developing
expertise.
If you are a student of high academic
standing and are interested in a legal
career, come speak with our representative.

affair.

4-- 10

in law . . .

ujiliiout law school.

ds

er.

nts

Acarcsp

against Case.
The latter contest was more
like a. home game on Cleve-lanEast Side as several
carloads and two busses
brought students, parents and
Downtown Rebounders to the
and 93

6--

)

non-stude-

?&T

ClEUJIrDtj,DEfCg
Wooster's Saturday
night opponent, the Kenyon
Lords, don't have
John Rinka around any
more, but they'll be on the
"hunt" for the Scots just the

100 student tickets for the February 19th basketball game at Capital University in Bexley, 0. (near Columbus) will go on sale in the
Physical Education office Monday beginning at 8:30 p.m. Other
than 70 tickets. for
and 50 tickets for players' families,
these are the only tickets available to Woester. There will be no
tickets sold at the door. The 100 student tickets will be sold on a
first come, first serve basis.

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

13th floor. 401 Walnut St.. Phila.. Pa. 19106
(215) WA
5-09-

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
--

Wooster's One Hour Cleaner's
1855
Doily

. .

...
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B
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264-791-
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e

8 p.m

Hills Shopping Center
Next to Sears
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O
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NOW THRU. TUES.

I 5 IMPORTED

1

$af
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o m to 6 p

HAND BLENDED TOBACCOS

PIPES

PAPERBACK BOOKS

Opn 6:30 a.m. -

-

STARTS WEDS. -- Feb.
WARREN BEATTY

12:30

MAGAZINES

a.m.. Sunday 'til 10:00
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DELICATESSEN

something
big'

GOLDIE HAWN
IN $$ (Dollars)

262-665-

I

DEilN HARTIH
BRIAN KEITH
TEOhMCOLOn-

8

Beoll-Colleg-

CITY NEWS

those 16 points.
i

One Hour Cleaning
Until 4 p.m. Daily
Shirt Service Included;!

Jn A J4urrui

would forfeit all 16 diving
points. With diving the Scots
can salvage at least two of

iJlnlnnlnninnlnmnr-rfnnlrinlnr-th-i-
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m
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From:

Nate Speights

To: all

proofreaders, budding journalists, layout

would-b- e

artists, headline writers, inspired wits, or interested

DTPS TODS

parties.

:

&

Since you expressed some interest in working with the
VOICE, we thought you (might?) appreciate a reminder to that
effect. Believe it or not, the VOICE comes out every week,
rain, snow, sleet, or hail, with or without your assistance,
BUT it sure would help if you would lend a hand. We welcome
vou with open arms no matter what your skill (or lack of it.)
Below is a schedule that tells you exactly "what's happening" and when.
Monday
8:00 pm - all copy due
8:00 pm - typing

TMDMinroCIHIECKS

Tuesday

8:00 pm -

last-minu-

I
FOURTH ANNUA!. THEATRE
TOUR TO LONDON
::
MARCH
5
STILL HAS OPENINGS FOR
11-2-

typing & copy

te

Friday

SEE DR. SCHUTZ IN THE
SPEECH OFFICE
OR CALL

2:30 pm - mailing
6:30 pm - organizational meeting
assignments given out

f FLAIR

emergency meeting
(when all else has failed)
There are sign-u- p sheets in the office for the different
activities, so you can choose what you want to do. (If you
at any
wish, you can drop by the office in Lowry Center G-, or all of the above times.)
We hope to see you soon.
Sunday

Why pound pavements? With ThriftiChecks you can pay
bills by mail in armchair comfort.

Receipts? Forget them personalized

ThriftiChecks-prov-

TRAVEL

CONSULTANTS

7:30 pm

18

V.

346

I

E.

Bowman St.

264-650- 5

e

you paid. You're in lively financial shape with low-co- st
ThriftiChecks to help so why fight it? Get up and
switch to an efficient,
no-minimum-ba-

lance

PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT

at the
Th3

Wcjra Craty

I

Tho

Ibfed lkS

1

leather pants

I
I

Leather

"THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS"

leather hats
leat

Seller
leather vests

OFFICE
Oppetit tk hospital

CLEVELAND.BEALL

BOWMAN

OFFICE
Public Sapor

MAIN

234 West North
Phone: 262-31- 51

STREET OFFICE

806 E. Bowman St.

leather - - - whatever

MOLLIE MILLER'S

Fraction Sale
SaYC

DRESSES
SPORTSWEAR

12

ACCESSORIES
LINGERIE

BODY

SHOP

Save

1

$ 8.50

Bell Bottoms are now

Fashion Jeans

-

PANTS

&

TOP

Bell bottoms in heavy denim.

.Colors: charcoal, wine and loden.
Also blue denim at $8.00
Sizes 28 to 42.

13
COATS

YOU want

-

PANT COATS
BOOT TOP COATS
FUN FUR COATS

7

k

STUDENTS

Wednesday 3:00 pm - proofreading
4:00 pm - layout & headline writing

go

FIRST COME!
FIRST SERVED!

Men's St
Store - Main Floor

I

